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Digital Domain Names Lala Gavgavian Global President of
Visual Effects Studios
Industry Vet Expands Company Role with Eye on Continued Growth After Doubling Revenues
LOS ANGELES – September 22, 2022 – Today, legendary visual effects studio Digital Domain,
announces that Lala Gavgavian has been named Global President of Visual Effects Studios,
expanding her current role as chief operating officer. Gavgavian will oversee the company’s
global VFX services, which has seen its revenues double, while netting over 30 major award
nominations/wins in the last five years alone. She succeeds John Fragomeni.
“With streaming, films, advertising, games, and the metaverse, the demand for 3D content has
never been higher,” said Daniel Seah, chairman & CEO of Digital Domain. “For years, Lala has
been meeting this opportunity head on, building out the type of capacity – and talent pool – we
need to stay competitive and essential in our clients’ eyes. With her at the helm, I have no doubt
we’ll maintain these partnerships for years to come.”

An industry vet with over 25 years of experience in VFX for film, episodics and animation,
Gavgavian is no stranger to Digital Domain. Starting as director of human resources, talent
acquisition and development in 2007, she helped build and retain a roster of artists and
supervisors befitting one of the top studios in the world, before stepping into roles as
EVP/general manager, and then later, COO. This time not only saw her overseeing all North
American studio operations, but opening strategic sites in Vancouver, Montreal and Hyderabad.
Gavgavian will be responsible for continued growth and expanding the company’s offerings,
including the ongoing development of proprietary digital human capabilities that can only be
found at Digital Domain.

“Digital Domain is brimming with talent and possibilities, which is why our board has always set
such ambitious goals for its executives,” said Elizabeth Daley, Ph.D., dean of the USC School of
Cinematic Arts and board member at Digital Domain. “Lala has been a critical partner to the
board and I’ve always been impressed with her ability to hit lofty objectives and nurture talent
along the way. It’s this blend of persistence and patience that make her such a valuable leader.”
Gavgavian’s promotion follows several years of achievements, capped off by a historic 2021
that saw a VES Award win, a pair of Oscars nods (20th Century Studio’s Free Guy and Marvel
Studios and Sony Pictures’ Spider-Man: No Way Home), a recent Emmy nomination (Netflix’s
Stranger Things 4) and a handful of other awards.

Along with recognition in the fields Digital Domain has spent 30 years perfecting, it was also
recently recognized for raising the bar on video game character animation; debuting the most
advanced autonomous human in the world; and launching their Charlatan face-swapping
software, as part of the global fight against malaria.
“I'm honored Daniel and the Board have entrusted me with this opportunity to lead Digital
Domain, both as COO and president during this momentous time of expansion for the
company,” said Gavgavian. “In the last few years, our studio has experienced tremendous
growth and achieved beautiful, groundbreaking visuals. We are booked solid across film,
episodics, games and more and I am very proud to continue that journey and champion our
best-in-class talent across our global footprint.

About Digital Domain
Digital Domain creates genre-defining experiences that entertain, inform and inspire.
Throughout the last quarter of a century, the studio has established itself as a leader in the film
visual effects industry, expanding to encompass episodics, commercials and game cinematics,
while also embracing previsualization and virtual production. Digital Domain has also become a
pioneer in digital humans and virtual reality, adding to a rich legacy that consists of hundreds of
blockbuster feature films for every major studio, thousands of commercials, music videos, game
cinematics and digital content by world-renowned directors and brands.
A creative force in visual effects and premium content, Digital Domain have brought artistry and
technology to films including Titanic, The Curious Case of Benjamin Button and blockbusters

Ready Player One, Avengers: Infinity War and Avengers: Endgame. Staff artists have won more
than 100 major awards, including Academy Awards, Clios, BAFTA awards and Cannes Lions.
Digital Domain has successfully become the first independent visual effects studio to enter
Greater China. In 2018, Digital Domain acquired one of China’s VR hardware equipment
pioneers and leaders - VR Technology Holdings Ltd, Shenzhen (“3Glasses”).
Digital Domain has locations in Los Angeles, Vancouver, Montreal, Beijing, Shanghai,
Shenzhen, Hong Kong, Taipei and Hyderabad. Digital Domain Holdings Limited is listed on the
Hong Kong Stock Exchange (stock code: 547).
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